
Louis Feuillade

Louis Feuillade began scripting films in 1905 after failing 
to succeed as a writer and then started making films in 
1906, not unlike D.W. Griffith who drifted into film from 
theatre and acting. A year later, in 1907, Feuillade was 
appointed Artistic Director at Gaumont studios where he 
worked until 1918. He made about 630 films (he claimed 
800) until his death in 1925. Feuillade is most celebrated for 
his serial films: Fantômas (1913–1914), Le Vampire (1915) and 
Judex (1916) appreciated by the French Surrealists and Luis 
Buñuel, Alain Resnais and Georges Franju (who remade his 
own Judex in 1963).

It is difficult to perceive an itinerary in Feuillade’s  serials 
either for the characters or for the films. His characters seem 
to be forever in an unknown realm. Nothing and no one is 
ever what they appear to be and every path pursued becomes 
tortuous, like a labyrinth. Accords are within rather than 
between shots. Connective editing is minimal and depth 
more important than line, spectacle more emphasised than 
story or narrative. His films exhibited, like most films of 
this early period, the presence of the fairground and vaude-
ville ‘attractions’, that is, the relation of shots tended to 
be  associative rather than linear, essentially autonomous 
sequences each with a beginning and an end, not unlike the 
montage of attractions in Eisenstein’s Battleship  Potemkin 
(1925).
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In Le Vampire, there are two parallel worlds, the bour-
geois (good) and the criminal (evil). The parallelism is only 
apparent since the worlds permeate each other and are 
defined by and dependent upon their contrary. Much of the 
film concerns infiltrations, impossible apparitions from out 
of a depth or from the invisible, disguises, false identities, 
masks, sudden revelations and surprising (and unlikely) 
occurrences. In Feuillade’s universe it is difficult to say with 
certainty what anything is since nothing is stable, neither 
identities nor objects are what they seem to be.

It is impossible not to think of Chaplin in this regard 
where the most ordinary objects are transformed, meta-
morphosed by Chaplin into something else and with other 
functions so that the world and all that is in it can become 
entirely different, an invention, a fantasy. In Chaplin, such 
transformations were a source of gags and of admiration for 
Charlie’s imagination and of ‘Charlie’ himself who in his 
very being is a hodgepodge of identities, multiple directions 
and associations, tramp and gentleman.

The confusions created by Feuillade, marked by disguise 
and masks, belong to a theatrical tradition of farce (the comme-
dia dell’arte) and of high comedy (Shakespeare, Marivaux, 
Beaumarchais), and as well to a new ‘modern’ novelistic 
and popular genre of detective fiction of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century (Edgar Allan Poe, Conan Doyle, 
Agatha Christie and, later, Georges Simenon) where there 
are not simply two worlds (good and evil), but alternative and 
multiple ones. Hitchcock is heir to that tradition.

Each suspect in the detective story exemplifies different, 
often opposed possible ‘other’ narratives, housed by the 
principal narrative which is a search among alternatives 
for the correct one. The narrative of detective fiction is a 
quest for the narrative both within and outside it. The task 
of the detective is to negotiate and journey amid a labyrinth 
of virtual stories until he finds the ‘one’ story (the ‘true’ 
among multiple fictions) which, once found, allays (resolves, 
unravels) confusions, false paths, uncertainties, suspicions 
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that constituted the landscape of the detective novel, essen-
tially an internal ‘intellectualised’ landscape. In such fiction, 
reason is doubly restored. It is the instrument for uncover-
ing the true that the novel had severely disturbed, deferred, 
perverted or confused. What is uncovered, however irratio-
nal it might be, is explained – that is, rationalised, brought 
back to reason, everything made whole, certain, normalised 
once again, identities secured (revealed) above all stabilised, 
restored to a reasonable world, the impossible made sense 
of, the unknown explained, the formless defined.

The reason that crime, false identity, masquerade are 
so disruptive (acts of violence, shock, sudden laughter, the 
unlikely) is that their presence is ubiquitous. Every bound-
ary, category, idea, person, object in a Feuillade film is porous 
and at risk. What is told in a Feuillade narrative is that noth-
ing, including the telling of it, is sure as occurs in Resnais’ 
L’Année dernière à Marienbad (1961) or the novels of Alain 
Robbe-Grillet. As with detective fiction, it is less what is 
narrated that becomes the subject than the process of narra-
tion, as if the fiction is a mirror reflecting itself and that it 
turns into spectacle. All fictions, all images (and language) 
are unstable, as if instability is a normal state and stability 
only tentative, a struggle to achieve yet always under threat, 
which for Godard in his films is a strategy of constant inter-
ruptions, divergences, multiple pathways.

Feuillade (without suggesting filiation or influence) was 
a contemporary of Sigmund Freud, Henri Bergson, Marcel 
Proust and Franz Kafka, all belonging to the early period of 
modernism, a time where the idea of the unified personal-
ity, hence the unified narrative in which such a personality 
had been contained and had existed as hero or heroine, as 
centre and focus, no longer held nor could be relied upon 
or clearly identified. What you see in Feuillade as in Freud, 
Kafka and Proust is the disintegration of a former consen-
sus, of a past, which to these writers, is already in ruins. 
The idea of the ‘person’ (character, personality) was under-
mined by the ‘unconscious’, the irrational, by dreams, rever-
ies, memories, fantasies, metamorphoses, which, however 
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real their base and origin, transformed and transmuted such 
that confusion, masquerade, false identity, relativity, form-
lessness, overlapping times, nothingness and divided selves 
were not exceptions but the norm.

Feuillade’s films are voyages, adventures in space and 
time, and every voyage, as in fairy tales, a labyrinth of 
obstacles, surprises, encounters and dead ends. With each 
sequence, with each image and sound, his films seem to be 
refashioned, beginning again, taking a new path, in flux, 
getting lost, going astray and as a consequence of the very 
act of seeking certainties and solidities whereas the only real 
in Feuillade is the uncertain fuelled by love or by its variant, 
greed. The journeys that become labyrinthine issue from a 
world of realities reconfigured to become mysterious and 
marvellous, shaped by dreams and fears that surface (as in 
Alfred Hitchcock), where anything can happen, where the 
world can be remade, everything in it only potential and 
open, often improbable because now determined by subjec-
tivities as in Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963).
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